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ABSTRACT

The current financial crisis has modified the basis of economical production sectors worldwide. It has
redefined building, industry or energy subsectors, among many others, in order to seek new methods
and trends, and to be able to get adapted to the needs of society and economy. Energy production and
use, related to the pollution that they imply, have been growing during last decades due to the building
sector development and to the globalization.

Nowadays, building sector seeks new ways to satisfy the needs of a society who is becoming more and
more aware of their excessive expense of natural resources and energy.

However, professionals and people related to the sector have to promote this change of awareness,
although it could be difficult. We have to take advantage of this unique chance to give a new prospect,
even more sustainable, to a sector that it is being redefined and adapted to new times.

One of these ways is to seek the energy efficiency improvement on buildings and constructions already
built. That is the aim of this work.

This work is a study of energy efficiency of an office building, Local Council of Maresme headquarters,
located in Mataró (Maresme).

On one hand, we have done the energetic certification of the current state of the Local Council building.
On the other hand, we have done the certification of its premises, the Maresme Business Centre. Next,
the work delves into the study of the energetic use of the Local Council building, as into its uses. Finally,
the work recommends some improvements to reduce the energetic demand and use of the building.

In the first place, there is a phase of study and measurement of the building in order to be able to
describe it. This description includes the structural definition of the building, as well as the description of
the facilities and the systems, and a presentation of their current use. We have done a data compilation
and a measurement with specialized equipment in order to know the characteristics and the parameters
of the building and the premises and the current use of the facilities. We have also included the building
documentation required to complete and elaborate the study.
To be able to do the energetic certification of the building, we have used an official certification
procedure called CE3.

We have done the study of the energetic use by analyzing bills, by observing and analyzing many data
with electric meter and mostly by measuring the behaviour of the use. We have done it by monitoring
and controlling it, and by checking the premises efficiency with different tools and machines. That is how
we have been able to obtain a study that includes a practical part and a theoretical part of the energetic
use of the building, according to its current usage profile.

Finally, we have analyzed data in order to recommend some actions that should be done to reduce the
energetic use of the building, taking into account its technical, economical and environmental viability.

In summary, the work seeks to improve the energy efficiency of the building and to promote its
research. The first step is measuring and knowing the building, as well as its energetic use.

Picture 1. CCM building outdoor view
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1 DATA RESEARCH

1.1 ARCHITECTURE

1.1.1 Location and emplacement1

This building is the headquarters of the Local Council of Maresme (CCM), and it’s located in the town of
Mataró, in the region of Maresme, province of Barcelona.

Picture 1. Geographic situation map

The building is located in Miquel Biada square, nº1. It’s next to Maresme Avenue (N-II) by south-east.
It’s opposite Mataró’s RENFE train station, and 150 metres away from Mataró’s marina.

Picture 2. Ortho-photo and cartographic location of the building of the Local Council of Maresme

The Local Council of Maresme also owns premises annexed to
the building, the Maresme Business Centre, which is in the
adjoining plot (it’s on the ground floor of the attached apartment
building) and it’s connected to the headquarters of the Local
Council of Maresme from the inside.
It’s also next to Maresme Avenue by south-east and next to
Avenue Jaume Recoder by south-west. Its address is Jaume
Recoder, 85-87, Mataró. Its address is Jaume Recoder, 85-87,
Mataró.

Picture 3. Cartographic location of the premises
(Maresme Business Centre)

1 See location plans in annex III (1).

1.1.2 Historical context

The building was built in 1941, according to cadastral data, and it has had different purposes and
owners since then. Its structure, facilities and morphology have changed over the years according to its
needs and occupation.

Initially, it was an army building and afterwards it was the headquarters of RED CROSS.
The Local Council of Maresme moved there in 1989 and shared it with RED CROSS until 1994.

It has also been modified and rehabilitated.

Between 1994 and 1995, the top floor of the building was adapted and renovated to become operative.

The evolution of these investments has set the current
morphology and composition of the building.

The building will be rehabilitated within the following
months. Some inside spaces and specific departments
will be redistributed and the water tightness of the roof
will be improved. These measures have been taken into
account in this research.

Lastly, the premises have been readapted recently and
it’s in remarkable condition in terms of comfort and
quality features.

Picture 4. Outside view of the building
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1.1.3 Description and characteristics of the building

The building of CCM has 1.656,54 m2 of built surface area, divided into Ground Floor + 4 Regular
Floors. The height and surface area aren’t the same on every floor.
The premises has a built area of 796,77 m2.
The following table shows the height and surface area of each floor.

USEFUL AND BUILT SURFACE AREAS/ HEIGHTS

FLOOR Total useful surface
area (m2) Total built surface area (m2) Height between floors

(m.)
GROUND 290,61 324,81 4,70/3,30
FIRST 279,65 311,90 3,15
SECOND 276,72 311,90 3,15
THIRD 270,77 308,32 3,15
FOURTH 267,45 283,89 3,15
ROOF 115,72 115,72 -

1.500,92 1.656,54 17,30
PREMISES 740,65 796,77 3,40/3,70

Table 1. Useful and built surface areas and height between floors.

The surface area of each floor varies depending on the exploitation of the internal patio and the useful
surface area does depending on the space distribution of each department.

The morphology of the building is a trapezoidal top view
(see picture), with the internal distribution varying on each
floor, but it keeps a constant central core for the
emergency stairs, the main stairs and the lift on the north
side, and the space and zone distribution is equitable on
every floor.

The current distribution plans of the spaces and zones, as
well as its useful surface areas, can be consulted in annex
III (2.1-2.5).

Picture 5. Trapezoidal morphology of the building.

The building of the CCM is considered as tertiary and, as well as the premises, it’s for office use. The
activity developed in the building is administrative. This activity consists of providing technical and social
services and tourism promotion of the towns of Maresme.

The following table summarizes the zone distribution. In annex II (1.Occupancy profile) and annex III
(2.1-2.5), you can see it more detailed.

Table 2. Summary of use of zones and spaces.

The premises (Maresme Business Centre) is a place intended to help self-employed workers and
entrepreneurs, who can rent studies and have quality services (facilities, cleaning...) so as to stimulate
their performance and labour production.
The internal distribution features an office zone, with studies and desks, and a garage zone, also used
by the CCM’s staff. You can see this in annex III (2.6).

1.1.4 Climate zone and orientation

Mataró is a coastal town which belongs to the Mediterranean seacoast. There is a mild climate all year,
with a moderate-low temperature oscillation. The mean temperature ranges between 20 and 13ºC, and
precipitation is around 450 mm. of rain per year.

According to table D.1 in CTE’s Basic Document HE on energy saving, the appropriate climate zone is
C2.

Picture 6. Appropriate climate zone according to DB HE.

The main facades look toward east, although it’s attached to an apartment building, and considering the
fact that other buildings hardly cast any shades onto them, they are highly exposed to sun and climate.
This factor, along with its state and construction characteristics, mainly determines the energy demand
and consumption of the whole building and its services.

ZONE DISTRIBUTION BY FLOORS
GROUND FLOOR RECEPTION ,OFFICES, ARCHIVE AND MEETING ROOM
FIRST FLOOR IT SERVICES, OFFICES AND ARCHIVE
SECOND FLOOR REST AREA, PLENARY SESSION ROOM AND STUDIES
THIRD FLOOR OFFICES AND STUDIES
FOURTH FLOOR OFFICES, STUDIES AND STORE
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1.2 CONSTRUCTION

With the obtained documentation, the help of the CCM’s technicians and the completed “in situ”
inspections, I aim to define the building’s construction features as similar to reality as possible, so as to
know its actual characteristics and current state. This construction definition will be entered in the
energy certification software which I will use, CE3.

First of all, I must say that the parameters and specifications of most of the outside walls and partitions
which set the building’s surround, don’t comply with CTE’s DB HE1 Energy demand limitation, but this
can’t apply to this building, owing to its longevity.

1.2.1 Structure and foundations

The foundations consist of isolated and continuous spread footing foundations made of reinforced
concrete. The structure is based on brick main walls, made of 29x14x5cm solid brick walls and
supported by 25x25cm. Metal columns covered with construction elements.

The building has been rehabilitated and enlarged along its life, and, through the columns and walls, in
order to reinforce the structure and reduce the distance between walls, you can see 25x25 cm. or
30x30cm. metal beams.
The premises’ structure is based on 45x45cm. reinforced concrete columns and internal party walls
made of hollow brick, which separate the premises from the lobby to the apartments.

On the west side, there is the party wall which separates this building from an apartment one, and on
the ground floor, from the premises. This party wall is 45cm. thick and is also made of solid brick.

Pictures 7 and 8. Structural elements of the building.

Picture 9. Structural plan.

1.2.2 Floors and pavements

The floors are beam and pot floors (25+5cm.) with reinforced concrete joists and 70x70cm. lightened
concrete small vaults and a compression sheet, supported by columns and main walls.
The ground floor has a sanitary slab with the same characteristics as the other floors.
Depending on the floor, we can find different types of pavements, varying by zones and floors. Glued
parquet, ceramic with terrazzo pieces, stoneware pieces imitating marble, floor tiles or vinyl gum pieces.

Pictures 10, 11 and 12. Types of pavements in CCM

On the other hand, in the premises there are reinforced concrete waffle slabs
(25+5cm.) with a distance of 75cm. between axes and lightened concrete lost
small vaults.

The premises’ internal pavement is
made of porcelain stoneware and is in
optimum condition.
The pavement of the car park is made
of vinyl, suitable for this kind of zones.

Pictures 13 and 14. Types of pavements in MCN
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1.2.3 Facades/outside walls

As told before, the main facades of the building are highly exposed to sun and climate incidences.
You can see the detail of the main facade’s front view in annex III (4.1).

There are different kinds of facades depending on the situation. They’re basically composed of the
following materials.

FACADE TYPE 1 FACADE TYPE 2 FACADE TYPE 3 FACADE TYPE 4

Material (from inside to outside)
1. Plastering.

1. Plastering./ (In certain
spaces) Plasterboards with
thermal and acoustic isolation

1. Plastering. 1. Plastering.

2. Mortar plastering. 2. Mortar plastering. 2. Mortar plastering.

3.Hollow brick partition wall
(29x14x4) 4cm. thick

3. Perforated brick wall
(29x14x7,5cm.).

3. Hollow brick partition
wall (24x11,5x7).

4. Air chamber with
ventilation with expanded
polystyrene EPS isolation
(almost non-existent).

2. Hollow brick partition wall
(29x14x4cm).

4. Cement mortar
plastering for the exterior. 4. Mortar plastering.

5. Perforated brick double-
sheet wall (29x14x7,5
cm.).

3. Air chamber with ventilation
with expanded polystyrene EPS
isolation (almost non-existent).

5. Sinusoidal galvanized
steel sheet / White acrylic
paint for the exterior.

5. White acrylic paint
for the exterior.

6. Cement mortar
plastering for coating. 4. Mortar plastering.

7. Artificial stone coating 5. English bonded solid brick
wall (29x14x5) 5cm. thick.

Picture 15. Typology of facade 1, 2 and 4. Picture 16. Typology of facade 3

In the following table you can see the surface areas of the facades.

Table 3. Facade and empty surfaces

Lastly, in the premises’ main facade there is a glass window all over its
surface, with Low E glass (6+12+6) with air chamber.

Orientation south-west and west: the premises’ facade has a 2,5m.
setback, since it’s part of the porch of the apartment building to which it
belongs and this porch almost completely hides it from direct sun radiation
all the year.

The glass window’s surface area is 142,90m2.

Picture 17. Main facade of MCN

1.2.4 Roofs

There are two kinds of roofs. One of them is
passable, with rock wool isolation, asphalt plates
and ceramic tile pavement, where the air
conditioning machine, the ICT services and some
other like the lift room are located.
The other one is a pitched roof, made of a
trapezoidal shaped corrugated steel sheet
supported by metal sections which provide the
appropriate inclination. It doesn’t have any
isolation.
An improvement of its water tightness has been
arranged owing to the permanent filtrations

affecting the studies and offices on the 4th floor.
Pictures 18 and 19. Typology of roofs of CCM

FACADE BY ORIENTATION

NAME Orientation
Total s. area

(m2)
Filled
s. area

Empty
s. area

%
Filled

%
Empty

Facade type 1 – Ground floor NORTH-EAST 97,29 76,42 20,87 78,54 21,46
Facade type 2 - Floor 1, 2 and 3 NORTH-EAST 195,62 166,82 28,80 85,28 14,72
Facade type 4 – Floor 4 NORTH-EAST 62,34 30,67 31,66 49,21 50,79

TOTAL NORTH-EAST 355,24 273,91 81,34 77,10 22,90
Facade type 1 – Ground floor SOUTH-EAST 82,72 63,82 18,90 77,15 22,85
Facade type 2 – Floor 1, 2 and 3 SOUTH-EAST 168,02 139,86 28,16 83,24 16,76
Facade type 4 – Floor 4 SOUTH-EAST 52,51 25,36 27,15 48,29 51,71

TOTAL SOUTH-EAST 303,25 229,04 74,21 75,53 24,47
Facade type 3 - Floor - all NORTH-WEST 296,16 281,66 14,50 95,10 4,90

TOTAL NORTH-WEST 296,16 281,66 14,50 95,10 4,90
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1.2.5 Internal partitions

There are several kinds of internal partitions in the CCM, depending on what the space they confine is
used for.

Brick partition walls: With hollow bricks (24x11,5x7cm.), plastered and painted to separate spaces such
as corridors, archives and store rooms. They’re also used in bathrooms, with a 20x20cm. Enamelled
white ceramic tile coating.

1cm thick plasterboard partition walls and partition glass windows with aluminium or PVC frames.

Pictures 20, 21 and 22. Typology of internal partitions in CCM

Regarding the premises, this diaphanous zone compartmentalization
system is multiplied, there’s a co-working zone for meetings and
several people work, but it’s not closed. Some studies are open by the
top.
There aren’t virtually any opaque partition walls; it’s all separated by
glass walls with aluminium frames except the bathrooms and a small
dining room, which are in the back of the premises.

Picture 23. Typology of partition in MCN

1.2.6 Finishes

The finishes of the building are very diverse; the outside frames are made of aluminium without thermal
break (ARSRPT), with 6mm. double glasses with air chamber. In the back patio, with little sun radiation,
there are older wooden frames, with 4mm. simple monolithic glasses.

The windows on the ground floor have sun protection devices, wrought iron slats, inclined to limit the
impact of sun radiation. Most of the spaces have curtains and PVC blinds.

Most of the inside doors are made of wood, except the aforementioned glass walls.

There are several ceiling materials: vegetal fibre boards, agglomerate boards... which vary depending
on the floor.

Pictures 24, 25 and 26. Typology of ceilings and aluminium frames on the main facades

1.2.7 Stairs

There are two staircases in the building. An emergency one, located in the central core of the building,
which isn’t operative, but could be used for evacuating the occupants safely. Its doors are RF-60 and it
has the necessary emergency lighting.
The other one is the main one. Its evacuation height is 14,15m. The evacuation route up to the stairs is
shorter than 25m. from any point of the building and it allows to evacuate it completely and safely,
complying with DB SI2 of CTE. It’s straight and U-shaped with two middle landings between each two
floors, except the initial flight with split stairs. It has an aluminium banister and a wooden handrail. Its
measures and characteristics comply with DB SUA3 of CTE.
The pavement is made of stoneware imitating marble, with non-skid strips on each step.

Pictures 27 and 28. View of the main stairs through the stair eye and Springer

2 Basic Document SI: Fire safety
3 Basic Document SUA: Use and accessibility safety
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1.3 SPACE MANAGEMENT/ZONING

The space and zone distribution can be consulted graphically in annex III (2.1 to 2.6). As mentioned
before, there are spaces divided into offices and studies, common zones and waiting room, plenary
session room, store rooms and archives, bathrooms.
The actual setting will be slightly affected by the renovation which will be done soon, but it won’t change
the current distribution significantly.

Many of the offices and studies of the CCM are separated by glass walls, so there’s not a big difference
of heat among zones on the same floor.

As for the premises, this effect is multiplied and most of the offices and studies are diaphanous, are
open by the top, there aren’t any opaque partitions between work zones. The co-working and team work
zones are not closed. There’s a feeling of width and comfort and the thermal difference among zones is
nearly inappreciable. These features give both the CCM’s and the MCN’s offices and studies an open
and close environment and help keep a pretty adjusted thermal balance.

Picture 29. Inside panoramic view of the MCN

Picture 30. Panoramic view of the plenary session room of the CCM.

1.4 WASTE MANAGEMENT

In the offices of the CCM waste is collected selectively since mid 2003. Every floor has dumps for
separating: paper and cardboard, containers and other rubbish. As you can see, the kind of waste
generated is similar to a house’s and it’s basically office supplies. According to the registered quantities,
the average of generated waste per year is the following:

Table 4. Waste management at CCM.

Regarding other materials as printer ink cartridges, toner and wasted batteries, there are special dumps
for their collection and recovering.

1.5 SERVICES

The services of the CCM building have been modified owing to its historical context, but they’re
currently legalized and maintained by authorized technicians, according to the RITE (Building Thermal
Services Regulation).
The building has plumbing and electricity services, natural gas supply isn’t necessary.

1.5.1 Water supply service

The CCM building has two water supplies, since it’s an old service and has been
renovated. The two counters are on the ground floor, in the service cupboard.
The taps and some other elements are made of brass. The piping is made of
steel and runs through the ceiling of each floor toward the supply spots.

Picture 31. Water counters

1.5.2 Electrical supply service

The building has a low voltage supply, with a 230/130 V three-phase service voltage, and 125kW of
hired power.
The CGP (protection box) is on the north-east facade of the building. The supply to the building is in the
service cupboard, near the entrance, passes by the intensity transformer, where the counter is, and
goes toward the QGD (general distribution board) of the building, near the service cupboard.
The installed counter is an Endesa’s tele-management one. Later, in sub-chapter 2.2 Electrical
Consumption, it’s deeply analyzed.

Pictures 32 and 33. Electrical supply and tele-management counter of the CCM.

WASTE QUANTITY [kg] MANAGER/DESTÍNATION
PAPER AND CARDBOARD 3900 RECUMAS
CONTAINERS 100 RECUMAS
RUBBISH 50 DEIXALLERIA MATARÓ
RECOVERABLE WASTE 400 DEIXALLERIA MATARÓ
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The QGD (general distribution board) has the protection mechanisms demanded in ITC-BT-17, of the
REBT (Low Voltage Electro technical Regulation ):

-IGA (Automatic General Switch) de 80A. To protect the service
in case of over current or short circuits.
-Circuit breakers for each circuit or group of circuits.
-Omnipolar cut devices, to protect against over current.

The individual derivations go from the general board to the
electrical sub-boards, as well as the supplies of other services:

-Floor electrical sub-boards.
-IT electrical sub-board.
-Lift.
-Disabled people elevator.
-Stairway lighting.
-Entrance air curtain.
-Reception and waiting room lighting, equipment and services.
-Alarm system.
-Building air conditioning system.

Picture 34. General distribution board.

Each floor has an electrical sub-board plus an additional one for the
IT system, another one for the alarm system and another one for the
air conditioning system on the 4th floor.
Each floor electrical sub-board supplies:

-Lighting

-Equipment and services

-Some secondary air conditioning equipment, added later than the
others.

Picture 35. General connection before general distribution board

Thus, in each floor electrical sub-board we can see the following relevant elements:

Picture 36. 4th floor air conditioning Picture 37. Ground floor sub-board
system sub-board

*230V/130V Three-phase system, with isolated neutral conductor, 3 phase conductors.

-Bipolar, tripolar,
and tetra polar
automatic
thermal cut-offs
with different
intensities and
cut-off power.
-Circuit breakers
and thermal cut-
offs.
-Alimentation
cables: Black,
brown and grey
for phases. Blue
for neutral.
Bicolour
yellow/green for
grounding.
-Other control
elements.
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1.5.3 Lighting service

The spaces and zones of the building have different lighting and bulb typologies, depending on the
space use and characteristics. You can see the use and distribution of the different typologies on Annex
III 4. Consumption survey.

The following table details the different lighting typologies.

LIGHTING TYPOLOGY
CAPACITY

L1.DOWNLIGHT EMBEDDED ON CEILING
1. TC-D. ANEUKER 2X 13W (GENERAL) 2

2. WITHOUT LUMINARY. (DOWNLIGHT BATHROOM PHILIPS BATHROOMS
REGULAR FLOOR) 1

3. TC-D. INDELUZ 1X 10-13W (BATHROOM 2A, PHILIPS DE 9) 1
4. RECTANGULAR SPOTLIGHT LED embedded on ceiling (OSCILLATING) 1
5. TC-TEL CX24 INDELUZ 2X26 (PLENARY SESSION ROOM) 2
L2.TIGHT STRIP LUMINARY. EMBEDDED/HANGING ON CEILING
1. TBS.SYLVANIA CLAUDE SYLPROOF RAFT PRO 1X36W FR 1
2. TBS.SYLVANIA CLAUDE SYLPROOF RAFT PRO 2X36W PC 2
3. TBS.SYLVANIA CLAUDE SYLPROOF RAFT PRO 2X18W PC (LOCAL) 2
4. TBS.SYLVANIA CLAUDE SYLPROOF RAFT PRO 2X58W PC (LOCAL) 2
5. TBS.JUME 2X36W (INTERVENTION 2) 2
6. TBS. LEGRAND IP 42 IK 04/SYLVANIA 1X9W (EMERGENCY LIGHTING) 1
L3.OPEN STRIP LUMINARY ATTACHED TO WALL

1. TBS. PHILIPS MASTER 1X18W (STAIRWAY TO ROOF/ELECTRICAL
SUB-BOARD ROOM) 1

L4.HANGING OPEN STRIP LUMINARY
1. LED (CORRIDOR 1st FLOOR) 1
L5.GRID LUMINARY ATTACHED TO WALL (B)
1. TBS. JUME 2X18W (LIFT DOOR) 2
L6.GRID SCREEN LUMINARY EMBEDDED ON CEILING
1. TBS. SYLVANIA CLAUDE SYLPACK.SCREEN 4X18W IP20 4
2. TBS. PHILIPS.SCREEN 4X18W 4
3. TBS. PHILIPS (2+2).SCREEN 4X36W 4
4. TBS. PHILIPS.SCREEN 2X36W 4
L7. GRID SCREEN LUMINARY EMBEDDED ON CEILING
1. TBS. ZALU 4X18W. RI 218L (LIFT) 4
L8.LUMINARY ATTACHED TO WALL (CLEANING)
1. GEWiSS GW80651 E27 IAA IP44 1
2. JBC ROUND WITH PROTECTOR. RE-0209 1
L9.PROJECTOR
1. SPOTLIGHT - FLECTOR BJC 1
2. PROJECTOR CY DE JBC. F-30824-3-N. 1

Table 5. Lighting typologies in CCM

The following table summarizes the bulb nominal power.

BULB TYPOLOGY
POWER(W)

COMPACT TUBULAR FLUORESCENT LAMP
1. PHILIPS MASTER PL-C 13W/840/2P 900 lm. 13
2. PHILIPS MASTER (PL-S) 9W/840/4P 600 lm. 9
3. OSRAM DULUX T PLUS 26W/840 1800 lm. 26
4. OSRAM DULUX D PLUS 26W/840 1500 lm. 26
5. OSRAM DULUX D 18W/827 1200 lm. 18
6. OSRAM DULUX D 13W/840 900 lm. 13
7. SYLVANIA LYNX D 13W/840 900 lm. 13

LINEAR TUBULAR FLUORESCENT LAMP (T8)
1. SYLVANIA STANDARD DAYLIGHT F18W/54-765. 1050 lm. 18

2. SYLVANIA LUXLINE PLUS DAYLIGHT F36W/840. 3350 lm.
(RA 85) 36

3. GEN-LITE LT 18W/010 DAYLIGHT 1250lm. 18
4. NARVAM LT DAYLIGHT 18W/760-010 1050 lm. 18
5. OSRAM L18W/840 LUMILUX COOL DAYLIGHT 1350lm. 18
6. OSRAM L36W/865-640 LUMILUX COOL DAYLIGHT 3250 lm. 36
7. OSRAM L58W/865 LUMILUX COOL DAYLIGHT 5000lm. 58

8. PHILIPS MASTER TL-D DAYLIGHT SUPER 80 18W/840
1350lm. 18

9. PHILIPS MASTER PL-L DAYLIGHT 36W/840/4P 2900lm. 36
10. CH 15/16/9W/CW DE 30lm. - 2H. (EMERGENCY LIGHTING) 9
INCANDESCENT LAMP

1. PHILIPS DOWNLIGHT 6W (BATHROOMS) 6
2. CEGASA E 27 REFLECTOR R90 60W (CLEANING) 60

HALOGEN INCANDESCENT LAMP
1. JBC F514 E-27 400

METAL HALIDE LAMP_HID
1. BJC DAYLIGHT. (STAIRCASE) 400
2. METAL HALIDE (HM). HD R7S. 400
3. HITDE. METAL HALIDE (HM). HIT-DE RX7S. 70

LED
1. LED FLUORESCENT TUBE NW 10

Table 6. Bulb typologies in CCM

Every fluorescent luminary in the CCM has electromagnetic ballast.

L1.1

L2.1

L3.1

L6.1

L1.4

L9.2
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Here is shown the bulb stocks to be replaced, which are provisions from the aforementioned inventory,
as well as their main characteristics.

Compact Tubular Fluorescent Lamps (FTC):

-OSRAM

- DULUX D 13W.
Power: 13Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 900lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

- DULUX D 18W.
Power: 18Watts.
Colour: 41-827 (2.700ºk).
Light flux: 1200lúmens.
Efficiency classification: B

- DULUX D 26W.
Power: 26Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 1800lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Picture 38. FTC stock (1)
-SYLVANIA

- LYNX D 13W.
Power: 13Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 900lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

-PHILIPS

- PHILIPS MASTER PL-S 9W.
Power: 9Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 600lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Picture 39. FTC stock (2)

- PHILIPS MASTER PL-S 13W 2P.
Power: 13Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 900lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Linear Tubular Fluorescent Lamps T8 (FTL):

-OSRAM

- OSRAM L 18W.
Power: 18Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 1350lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

- OSRAM LUMILUX L 36W.
Power: 36Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 2750lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Picture 40. FTL stock (1)
- OSRAM LUMILUX L 36W.

Power: 36Watts.
Colour: 865 (6.500ºk).
Light flux: 3250lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

- OSRAM LUMILUX L 58W.
Power: 58Watts.
Colour: 865 (6.500ºk).
Light flux: 5000lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

-PHILIPS

- PHILIPS MASTER SUPER 80 TL-D 18W.
Power: 18Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 1350lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Picture 41. FTL stock (2)
- PHILIPS MASTER PL-L 36W 4P.

Power: 36Watts.
Colour: 840 (4.000ºk).
Light flux: 2900lúmens.
Efficiency classification: A

Incandescent:

- CEGASA 60W.

Power: 60Watts.
Light flux: 730lúmens.
Temperature colour: (2.700ºk).

Picture 42. Incandescent bulb stock
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1.5.4 Equipment and machinery

The building of the CCM has all the necessary equipment for its professional activity to be executed.
The equipment is the typical one of an office building. A list of the equipment and machinery can be
seen below.

- Desktop computer “HP” + display unit + internet router
- Modem WI-FI floor amplifier “DLINK”
- Small printer “HP”
- Colour multifunction machine “CANON” 30ppm
- Mechanical exhaust/ventilation system WC/workshop- “EDM”-80 n
- WC hand dryer
- Table light
- Microwave – “SAMSUNG”
- Paper shredder “FELLOWES” c.220i
- Fridge “BALAY”
- 8 zone fire station “KILSEN”
- Lift – “CRUXENT-EDELMA”
- Disabled people platform “GRAVENTALIFT” XPRESS II
- Air curtain “MUNDO CLIMA”
- Outside mechanical door “MANUSA”
- Surveillance camera “NATIONAL ELECTRONICS”
- Electronic dial
- Mechanical door – “MANUSA”
- Entrance register “SPECSA”
- RACK-SAI “MGE UPS” -servers “HP”
- ICT-several
- Vending machines
- Electrical thermos “FAGOR”
- Plenary session room projector
- “NESPRESSO” coffee pot

Their power is detailed in annex II. Survey consumption, but you can see the characteristics of some of
the more relevant ones below.

MECHANICAL DOOR

Brand: MANUSA. Model: VISIO.
Standard sliding door for the entrance and exit of
people and staff. 125mm. Glass.
Three-phase 2xAC engine. Inverter VV-FF
technology.
With panic button (opening and closing) in
emergency situation.

AIR CURTAIN

Brand: MUNDOCLIMA SERIE PS. Model PS210.
Material: Stainless steel.
Air quantity: 1200m3/h.
Intensity 0,4A with 230V.
Acoustic level 49dB.

Picture 43. View of the main entrance to the CCM.
You can see the mechanical door and the air curtain.

LIFT

TYPE: Electrical 2V.
Model: ZEUS.
Installer: CRUXENT-EDELMA.
RAE Number: 61343
Capacity: 6 people
Maximum load: 450kg.
Speed: 1,2m/s.
Stops: 5

Engine: Brand: SICOR s.p.a.
Power: 5,5Kw. with 230V.

Pictures 44 and 45. View of the lift and its electrical engine in the lift room.

RACK-SERVERS-UPS

RACK-SERVERS. 8 servers tower, to supply every IT and ICT
equipment of the CCM.

The serves are supplied to by 300-400W sources. Their capacity
and production depends on the exigency in each moment,
normally working between 70 and 90% of their capacity.

UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply).
Brand: MGE UPS SYSTEMS. Model: PULSAR EVOLUTION 3000
(VA). 10-minute autonomy.

Picture 46. 3KVA emergency UPS

Picture 47. Server tower-RACK
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1.5.5 HVAC system (Heat Ventilation and Air Conditioning)

HVAC system is directly connected from the QGD to the machines which produce the air conditioning
situated on the cover. Even though, some secondary elements of air conditioning (fan-coils,
cassettes...) are connected too. These have been added after the installation, in the plant electric sub-
square.

In the CCM building there are two HVAC systems:

-Centralized system:
It consists of two primary producing equipments which cover most spaces and zones at all floors.

-Single systems:
They consist of different autonomic equipments which work independently covering offices.

The HVAC diagram can be looked up in Annex III (blueprint 3.1). It shows graphics of the two systems,
as well as an illustrative blueprint of the situation and identification of the machines on the cover
(blueprint 3.1).

-Centralized system:

Two heat pumps with the following features:

1. DAIKIN HEAT PUMP

Type: 2 tube heat pump
Brand: DAIKIN
Model:  EWYQ050BAWP
Main features: Air condensation. Capacity control with
INVERTER technology (minimum capacity 25%).  Coolant
evaporators R-410A. It includes a hydraulic module
integrated. Nominal air volume 22.200m3/h. (air/water).
Resounding level: 81 dB.

COOLING CAPACITY: 49,7kW
HEATING CAPACITY: 51,2kW

COOLING NOMINAL CONSUMPTION: 19,7kWh
HEATING NOMINAL CONSUMPTION: 18,5kWh

EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio): 2,52
COP (Coefficient Of Performance): 2,76
ESSER (European Seasonal Efficiency Ratio): 4,12

Table 1. DAIKIN HEAT PUMP specifications

Table 2. Machine efficiency class: E

DAIKIN HEAT PUMP PRIMARY EQUIPMENT 1st-2th-3th FLOOR

Table 3. DAIKIN heat pump picture, specifications and buffer tank on back

DAIKIN SECONDARY EQUIPMENT
FAN-COIL SERVICLIMA CASSETTE DAIKIN

2nd FLOOR(x7) / 3th FLOOR(x13) 1st FLOOR (MEETING ROOM)

Table 4. DAIKIN heat pump secondary equipment

Total number of secondary equipments of DAIKIN heat pump: 20 fan-coils and 1 cassette.
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2. CARRIER HEAT PUMP

Type: 2 tube heat pump
Brand: CARRIER
Model: 30RH-080
Main features: Air condensation
Capacity control with INVERTER technology (Minimum capacity 50%)
Coolant evaporators R-HFC-407C. Hydraulic module integrated.
Nominal air module: 20.160m3/h. (air/water)

COOLING CAPACITY: 71,00kW
HEATING CAPACITY: 80,00kW

MAXIMUM CONSUMPTION: 40,00 kWh
NOMINAL CONSUMPTION: 23,00kWh

EER (Energy Efficiency Ratio): 3,09
COP (Coeficient Of Performance): 3,49
ESSER (European Seasonal Efficiency Ratio): 3,21

Table 5. Machine efficiency class: B

Table 6. CARRIER HEAT PUMP specifications

Table 7. CARRIER heat pump picture, specifications and buffer tank on back

CARRIER SECONDARY EQUIPMENT
FAN-COIL CARRIER 42N CASSETTE CARRIER 42GW

GROUND FLOOR (x9) / 1st FLOOR(x6)
/ 2nd FLOOR(x2) / 4th FLOOR(x11)

GROUND FLOOR (WAITING ROOM
AND RECEPTION)

Table 8. CARRIER heat pump secondary equipment

Total number of secondary equipments of CARRIER heat pump: 28 fan-coils and 2 cassettes.

CARRIER HEAT PUMP PRIMARY EQUIPMENT Ground-2nd-4th FLOOR
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-Single systems/Unit systems:

Various split autonomic equipments SPLIT type, with an internal air conditioning unit and a condenser
situated on the cover, with the following features/specifications (extracted from the feature sheet or the
machine manual):

1st FLOOR

-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – COMPUTING ROOM (2)

Model/unit MITSUBISHI SRK35ZD-S1 (Indoor)/SRC35ZD-S1 (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 3,50kw/4,5kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 1,22kwh/1,32kwh

Table 9. COMPUTING ROOM split specifications and photos (1th floor) (2)

-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – COMPUTING ROOM (1)

Model/unit MITSUBISHI PKA-RP2GAL (Indoor)/PUH-P2VGAA (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 5,35kw/6,20kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 2,33kwh/2,34kwh

Table 10. COMPUTING ROOM split specifications and photos (1th floor) (1)

3th FLOOR

-MULTI-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – TREASURY AND INTERVENTION 2

Model/unit MITSUBISHI SKM35ZF-S (Indoor)/SCM45ZF-S (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 4,50kw/5,60kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 1,39kwh/1,54kwh

Table 11. TREASURY AND INTERVETION office split specifications and photos (3th floor)

-CASSETTE-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – MEETING ROOM

Model/unit MITSUBISHI SUZ-KA50VA (Indoor)/SUZ-KA50VAR2.TH (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 5,00kw/5,00kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 1,55kwh/1,46kwh

Table 12. Meeting room split cassette specifications and photos (3th floor)
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4th FLOOR

- SPLIT HEAT PUMP- SIAD

BRAND/MODEL: PANASONIC CS-CE12GKEW (Indoor)/CU-CE12GKE (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 3,50kw/4,80kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 0,95kwh/1,28kwh

Table 13. SIAD office split specifications and photos (4th floor)

-SPLIT HEAT PUMP- TRANSPORT

BRAND/MODEL: PANASONIC CS-RE9HKE (Indoor)/CU-RE9HKE (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 2,60kw/3,30kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 0,73kwh/0,82kwh

Table 14. Transport office split specifications and photos (4th floor)

-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – SOCIAL SERVICIES

BRAND/MODEL: MITSUBISHI PKA-RP71FAL (Indoor)/PUHZ-RP71VHA3 (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 7,10kw/8,00kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 1,98kwh/2,40kwh

Table 15. Social services office split specifications and photos (4th floor)

-SPLIT HEAT PUMP – SOCIAL WELLNESS ADVISER

BRAND/MODEL: MITSUBISHI SRK25ZD-S1 (Indoor)/SRC25ZD-S1 (Outdoor)
Cooling/heating nominal capacity: 2,50kw/3,40kw
Cooling/heating nominal consumption: 0,62kwh/0,94kwh

Table 16. Social wellness adviser office split specifications and photos (4th floor)
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1.6 OCCUPATIONAL PROFILE. TERMS OF USE.

1.6.1 Occupancy conditions of space. Occupational profile.

Activity schedule at CCM building is taken as a reference, which is slightly different from public opening
schedule and working schedule, since it may vary depending on staff needs and timing.

Activity schedule at CCM is as follows:

Mornings:
Sunday to Friday: 8.00h. a.m to 15.30h. p.m

Evenings:
Tuesday and Thursday: 15.30h. p.m to 18.30h. p.m

On Tuesday's evenings occupancy decreases down to 75% and on Thursday’s evenings, it decreases
down to 50%. Schedule and occupancy also vary during summertime. Number of holidays for the
current year (apart from Saturday and Sunday) is 14. In annex II (occupational profile) a cross table is
attached showing working hours per month and year. They have been used for this project.

Use of lighting systems, air conditioning systems, and equipment and services (energetic consumption)
vary significantly from schedule mentioned previously. When making the theoretical study of
consumption, real use of every element of lighting, equipment and air conditioning elements was
applied. The reason for this is that appliance is not the same for every room and every floor. There are
many factors which determine this appliance; for example, orientation and space situation hugely
determine the use of illumination and air conditioning.
Spaces situated at the building facade which are oriented to the south should be more illuminated and
light should last more hours. Solar radiation should also affect space comfort in this area. Moreover, the
use of equipment like computers and printers is not the same either as employees do not work the
same number of hours in CCM, and other factors which affect the hours of appliance and so, the real
consumption in the facilities.

In spite of that, real use of facilities has been studied during the making of this paper and so, applying
the right factor of use for the demanding reality was possible, taking into account the real timing use of
every facility element. Only by these means, good approximation of theoretical consumption to real
consumption was figured out. These use factors applied to every element of the facilities as well as the
rest of the calculations made to obtain the theoretical consumption are included in annex II.
(Consumption survey).

For the elaboration of energetic certification using qualification program CE3, an occupational profile
and a facilities use profile was established to fit the real deal of consumption, taking into consideration
the space type in the CCM. This one is detailed in chapter 3. Energetic certification.

Zone distribution is graphically represented in Annex III (2. Zonificació).
Additionally, in this annex there is a zone division square, in which every zone has a reference code,
using the same nomenclature that was used in energy performance certificate. The intensity of the use
of space linked to a typology can also be checked out here.

Occupancy and density of space is also showed according to the DB-SI-3. Table 2.1. Of CTE, as well
as typologies depending on their positive or negative conditioning.

Table 17. Minimum Density Occupancy according to DB-SI CTE

Find below a summary table with minimum occupancy density according to current typology of space, in
CCM, given by the technical code. Real density of every office is also checkable in Annex II.
Calculations (occupational profile).

Table 18. Minimum Density Occupancy on the space typology at CCM

1.6.2 Comfort conditions. HVAC system use.

Schedule and use of air conditioning depends on the needs of users and
employees of CCM and it changes regularly throughout the year.

It is possible to figure out an approximated schedule of heating for
wintertime, and cooling, for summertime, but it is only an estimated
schedule, given by the calculation of energetic certification:

Heating time: from 1 November to 1th of April.
Air condition time: from 1 June to 1 of October.

On another topic, air conditioning systems of CCM have programmable
thermostats and other adjustment and control elements. This system
program determines in a big way the energetic consumption of the
building.

Picture 48. DAIKIN’s heat pump thermostat

SUMMARY TABLE

SPACE TYPOLOGY MINIMUM DENSITY OCCUPANCY
(m2/person)

OFFICE ZONE 10
BATH 3

HALLWAYS AND CORRIDORS
(USED PUBLIC ZONE) 2

WAITING ROOMS 2
CLEAN ROOM/MACHINE ROOM -


